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A Study of Plant Virus Replication                          /

Excellent progress has·been made during the past year.in gaining

an increased understanding of the processes.involved in the biosynthesis

of tobacco mosaic virus.  At the same time two unexpected discoveries were made

which lend insight  to the genetic constitution  of this virus.    One  is  that

"strains" of tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) may be genetically so dissimilar

as to require a splitting into several new taxa. The other is that at

least one new single-stranded RNA species of molecular weight lower than

that of TMV RNA appears in virus infected tissue.

A.  Determining the genetic similarity of strains of tobacco mosaic
- -

virus with the aid of the replicative form.

In  the last progress report (COO-873-36) we detailed our success  in

isolating and characterizing the double-stranded forms of RNA (DS RNA)

from TMV- infected tissue  (1) . Two forms, equivalent  to  the replicative

form  (RF) and replicative intermediate  (RI) , found· in other RNA virus-  ,

infected tissue were identified.  Heretofore, DS RNAs have been extracted

from tissue infected with the common (Ul ) strain of TMV and we now report

the successful isolation of DS RNA from tissue infected with the U2 strain.

This in itself is no remarkable feat but it does provide material for

comparing strains of TMV for genetic similarity.

In connection with experiments to be described later in this report,

molecular hybridization between the negative strand of melted DS RNA
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and excess radio-labelled viral RNA were performed and the annealing was

found to be efficient and easily assayed.  Different RNAs were then

tested for their ability to interfere with this reaction and it was found

that non-labelled viral RNA interferes with the annealing of the labelled

RNA in a predictable fashion. However, it came as a surprise to us that

the ability of the non-labeled RNA to compete in the reaction depends on

the strain of virus from which it is extracted. For instance, U2RNA in

considerable excess will not interfere (or will only slightly) with the

hybridization of Ul RNA with its complementary strand.  We have tested

a number of strains from our own and other laboratories and we have

found that their RNAs behave either like excess Ul or excess U2 in,ability

to interfere with the Ul-DS reaction.  The ability of nucleic acid strands

to anneal with complementary strands can be used as a measure of genetic

similarity.  It would appear, therefore, that many virus isolates that

have been considered strains of TMV on the basis of morplological similarity

and serological cross-reactivity probably should be grouped into new taxa

on the basis of genetic similarity as determined by the molecular hybridization

assay.  I shall detail in the proposal section experiments designed to

divide TMV "strains" into groups based on genetic similarity.
.

B.  The Metabolism of Viral RNA.
-

The separated leaf cell system, developed by Takebe and co-workers

(2),  lias been adapted  in this laboratory to study viral RNA inetabolism  (3) .

Cells were separated from leaves that had been inoculated several days

IK

previously and the incorporation of
-
H-uridine was followed into the

individual RNA components of the cells with the aid of polyacrylamide gel

electrophoresis.  Both healthy and infected cells incorporated label into
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the ribosomal RNA species and infected cells contained, in addition, RI,

RF, TMV RNA, and a single-stranded component· of low-molecular weight

(ca.   350,000 d) which we abbreviate LMC. Synthesis  of  the RNA components

unique to infected cells is insensitive to actinomycin D, indicating their

independence of cellular DNA.

When cell suspensions prepared from infected leaves are pulsed for

short periods of time with ·3H-uridine, isotope is incorporated preferentially

into RI and RF.  On the addition of excess unlabeled uridine, radioactivity

is chased completely from RI and partially from RF, whereas there appears

to be less turnover in isotope associated with LMC.  These results indicate

that RI and RF may be progenitors of TMV RNA.  However, the inability to

3
completely chase  H-uridine from RF presents difficulities for unambiguous

interpretation.  These experiments have been published (4).
3

A study was undertaken to determine the nature of, and to unequivically

characterize, the RNA components unique to infected tissue.  To this end,

infected leaf tissue or separated cells were exposed to 3H-uridine for two

hours and the RNA then extracted.  The radiolabelled RNA was subjected to

polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis; the gels were sliced and the RNA

extracted from the slices.  The following information was obtained upon

"

appropriate analysis of the RNA fractions:

(1)  Under conditions of the experiment, the RNA species detected

were RF, TMV RNA, the ribosomal RNAs and LMC.  Incorporation into the

ribosomal RNAs was much reduced by use of actinomycin D.

(2)  The RNA in all fractions except that in fractions in the RF

region was degraded by ribonuclease.  If the fractions were first heated to

-           dissociate the DS RNA, then all fractions became ribomclease sensitive.
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We conclude that the material in the RF regions consist of DS RNA and

that DS RNA only occurs in the RF region of the gel.

(3)  The RNA in all fractions was first melted and then annealed

either in the absence of additives or in the presence of either excess

viral RNA or excess melted DS RNA.  Only material in the RF region annealed

in the absence of additives or in the presence of excess viral RNA.

RF, TMV RNA and LMC RNA annealed with the melted DS RNA.

We conclude, therefore that LMC RNA is a fragment of viral RNA.

We also conclude that RNA with nucleotide sequences complementary

to viral RNA (called minus strand) is only found in the RF component.

A quantitative analysis of the data reveals that both strands of the

RF became equally .labeled during the time period of the labeling (2 hours) .

(4)  An experiment was performed to determine whether the LMC RNA

consisted partially or entirely of inaterial   from   tlie   5'    end   of  TMV   RIA.

This is this end which is necessary for initiation of reconstitution with

viral protein to form nucleoprotein rods (5).  Viral protein was added to

RNA fractions from the gel to test for RNA reconstituting ability.

The results demonstrate that viral RNA, but not LMC, reconstitutes rods

in the presence of viral protein.  We conclude that LMC is a fragment of
.

viral RNA but we do not know whether it represents a homogeneous population

or whether it is polydisperse; containing species from all regions of the

viral RNA.  It is clear, however, that the population does not have many

fragments which contain the 5' end of TMV RNA.

(5)  It was hypothesized that LMC might be a messenger RNA for

one or more of the viral RNA gene products and, actually, the results of

an independent study can be interpreted in this manner  (6) .   It has

recently been demonstrated that many eukaryotic messenger RNAs contain
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poly A Sequences (cf.7), and, thus, an assay was performed to determine

whether LMC might contain such sequences.  The results were clear in

demonstrating that within limits of detection no such sequences are present.

TMV RNA was also tested for the presence of a poly A sequence and, in

contrast to polio virus and Eastern equine encephalitis virus RNAs (8)

none was detected.

We have demonstrated that LMC is a fragment of TMV RNA but we do

not yet have a clue as to its physiological significance.  We intend to

test a hypothesis that it may be the messenger for synthesis of TMV

protein.  Details of the methods to be employed are given in the re-

newal proposal.

C.    RNA dependent RNA polymerases in1 diseased and healthy tobacco

tissue.

We detailed in our last report (COO-873-36) progress in characterizing

actinomycin D independent RNA polymerases in diseased and healthy tissue.

A particulate enzyme system, present only in TMV-infected tissue incorporates

ribouncleoside triphosphates into a product that appears to be identical to

the TMV double-stranded RF component. Experiments durillg  the  past  year  have
.

concentrated on determining methods for preserving enzymatic activity,

optimizing the components in the reaction mixture, and in further characterizing

the product.

We have found that enzymatic activity can be preserved for relatively

long periods of time with the aid of glycerol. Appropriate molecular

hybridization experiments in which the product of ill vitro enzyme activity

4
was one of the reactants has revealed that it is primarily the TMV RNA

strand that is synthesized during the in vitro reaction, rather tlian its
--
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complement. It would appear  that the particulate fraction contains,   in

addition to the RNA synthesizing enzyme, an RNA structure composed of a

TMV RNA virus strand and most probably a partially complete plus strand.

Our current data indicates the likelihood that the in vitro reaction

completes the plus strand.  Efforts are being made to solubilize the

enzyme so that it may be further characterized.

Another actinomycin D independent RNA synthesizing enzyme has been

found in the supernatant solution when a leaf macerate is centrifuged

at 10,000 x g.  This enzyme which is found in both healthy.and diseased

tissue can be concentrated by precipitation upon lowering the pH to 5-

The product of in. vitro synthetic activity is a double-stranded RNA of

much lower molecular weight than RF component.  It has a mobility similar

to that of 4 and 5 S RNAs upon electrophoresis on 10% polyacrylamide gels

and, thus, we estimate it to be 25,000-60,000 daltons. Although complete

analysis of the product has not been performed, it does not appear to be

a homopolymer because maximal enzymatic activity is dependent on the

presence of all four ribonucleoside triphosphates.  A search has been made

for low-molecular weight double-stranded RNA in macerates of both healthy

and diseased plant tissue without success although material which resembies

the in vitro product both in size and double-strandedness has been found in

animal tissues (cf. 9).  One wonders what function this enzyme might have

in vivo. Although the enzyme is present in macerates of both healthy and
I.-

diseased tissue, greater enzymatic activity is present in diseased tissue.

Enzyme activity is stimulated by the addition of RNA to the reaction
1 '

i mixture  with the source  of RNA making little difference. The method  of

RNA stimulation remains a mystery because careful analysis has revealed

that tlie added RNA acts neitlier as a template nor a primer for the reaction.

1
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This enzyme, dubbed the PH enzyme, may be similar to one described in

Chinese cabbage macerates by Astier-Manifacier and Cornuet (10), although

at this stage of purification our enzyme displays several notable differences

from the Chinese cabbage enzyme.  We are continuing an investigation of

this enzyme particularly with respect to its properties upon purification.

,,

F. 
L.
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